Abstract-Localization of sensors has become an essential issue in wireless networks. This paper presents a decentralized approach to localize sensors in indoor environments. The targeted area is partitioned into several sectors, each of which having a local calculator capable of emitting, receiving, and processing data. Each calculator runs a local localization algorithm, by investigating the belief functions theory for decision fusion of radio fingerprints, to estimate the sensors zones. The fusion of all calculators estimates, is combined with a mobility model to yield a final zone decision. The decentralized algorithm is described and evaluated against the state-of-the-art. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of localization accuracy, processing time, and robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have become an important research field [1] . Smart sensors are deployed in such networks and have the capability of processing data, and communicating with the environment. These sensors are highly communication-intensive systems [2] , and have limited resources regarding processing, memory, and energy [3] . The network topology plays a vital role in WSNs in minimizing these resource constraints [4] . An efficient topology reduces the amount of communication required by the sensors to exchange information, and hence saves energy. A topology based on minimizing the distance between nodes for instance, reduces the probability of losing a message during communication. Moreover, a well-designed topology can also reduce radio interference, thus elongating the network lifetime [5] .
Three main topologies have been proposed in WSNs [6] , [7] , [8] . On one hand, there exists the centralized topology where sensors acquire data measurements and transmit them to the fusion center [9] . In such a topology, the sensors are not required to carry out complex computations. Although it can achieve high quality processing, the centralized topology results in unnecessary energy costs due to the transmission of all measurements even if many are not needed [10] . On the other hand, the distributed topology treats equally all the sensors. The sensors exchange data with other sensors in their communication range. Since information processing is no longer limited to a single fusion center, the network is more robust to failures. However, developing relevant distributed algorithms remains a challenging issue. A compromise between the two is the decentralized topology, where the sensors are partitioned into several sectors, each having its own fusion center [11] . Information is exchanged between the sensors of each sector and transmitted to the local fusion center. The outputs of all fusion centers are combined to yield a final decision. Such a topology increases the scalability of the network, and reduces the energy consumption leading to a prolonged network lifetime [7] .
Localization is an essential aspect in WSNs, since the knowledge of the sensor's location is critical to process the information originating from this sensor. To tackle the localization problem in indoor environments, researchers use various types of signals, such as ultra-wideband, WiFi, and Bluetooth [12] , [13] , [14] . One of the advantages of WiFi signals is that one can use the Access Points (APs) already installed in the building, with no additional hardware. The localization issue consists then in finding the location of a sensor node according to the WiFi signals that it collects from APs. Localization algorithms, such as Trilateration and connectivity-based methods, could be then applied. Such algorithms use a path loss model, which is practically inefficient in indoor environments [15] , [16] . Alternatively, techniques that employ fingerprinting are widely implemented. They consist in collecting a database of exact reference locations, coupled to their corresponding WiFi signals strengths, received from the APs. The localization problem is then solved using this database and classification techniques [17] , [18] . This paper investigates a decentralized architecture for zoning localization. Inspired by the decentralized topology, the proposed algorithm consists in partitioning the targeted area into several sectors, depending on the environment characteristics, and then assigning a calculator for each sector, that locally estimates the sensor's zone. Each calculator performs a local localization algorithm, using the belief functions theory (BFT) for decision fusion of radio fingerprints, to yield local zone estimates. The fusion of all calculators estimates is carried to assign evidence by an observation model. The latter is combined to a mobility model to make a final decision about the zone of the mobile sensor.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed decentralized localization approach. Section III demonstrates the experimental results, while section IV concludes the paper.
II. DECENTRALIZED LOCALIZATION
In this section, the proposed decentralized localization method is explained. At first, we formulate the problem and describe the decentralized architecture, with the calculators' distribution. Next, we elucidate the local localization algorithm that will be run by each calculator. The fusion of calculator estimations is then discussed. At last, a mobility model is presented to enhance the overall localization accuracy.
A. Description of the method
The objective of the proposed algorithm is to determine the zone of a mobile sensor in a decentralized architecture. Suppose the targeted area is partitioned into N C sectors, each having its own calculator, thus obtaining N C calculators in total, denoted C i , i ∈ {1, ..., N C }. Let Z j , j ∈ J i , be the set of zones of the i th sector, J i being the set of indices of zones constituting sector i. Let AP k , k ∈ {1, . . . , N AP }, be the APs installed in the network. Each AP broadcasts regularly WiFi signals in the network. At an offline phase, a sensor moves randomly in all zones to collect APs signals and measure their strengths, also called Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSIs). Let ρ j,k,r , r ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ j }, be the set of ℓ j RSSI measurements collected in an offline phase in the zone Z j with respect to AP k . This leads to an offline database describing the variability of the RSSIs within and between the zones. Then in the online phase, a sensor to be localized measures a set of RSSIs from a certain number of APs and it broadcasts them in the network. Let ρ t ∈ R NAP be the vector of received RSSI measurements at time t. Since not all APs are detected at each instant, we denote I AP,t ∈ the set of indices of the APs whose signals are detected by the mobile node at time t and ρ k,t , k ∈ I AP,t , their measured RSSIs. The vector ρ t is completed with zeros at positions where APs are not detected. The calculators within the sensor's neighborhood receive the RSSIs and use them with the offline database to assign evidence to each zone. Local estimations are then combined to reach a final decision of the sensor's zone. Formally speaking, the aim is to assign a level of confidence to each zone Cf t (Z j ), j ∈ J i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N C }, for any new online observation ρ t at the instant t.
To determine the number and the position of the calculators, an accuracy-based solution could be considered. One can measure the efficiency of the local localization algorithm by progressively increasing the number of zones and specifying an accuracy threshold. Once the overall accuracy falls below the threshold, no more zones are added, and thus sectors of approximately the same resulting number of zones or surface area are considered for each calculator. Calculators are then distributed in the same manner to cover the whole targeted area, positioning each calculator at the center of its corresponding sector. The calculators cover the zones of its sector at 100%, which means that a message originating from any Z j , j ∈ J i , is certainly detected by C i . To construct the decentralized architecture, we assign distinct sectors to each calculator, such that the zones constituting a certain sector are totally different than those constituting another one; i.e. designates Access Points, • designates mobile sensor.
An example of such an architecture is shown in Fig. 1 , where calculator C 1 is responsible for the blue sector constituted of four zones, C 2 for the red sector of two zones, and C 3 for the green sector of three zones. In the following, I C,t would denote the set of indices of the calculators within the communication range of the sensor at time t.
B. Local localization algorithm
Each calculator detecting the sensor's message at time t, runs a local localization algorithm to localize sensors in its corresponding sector. We take advantage of the belief functions framework to assign evidence for each zone of the sector. The objective here is to determine a function
is the evidence assigned to zone Z j due to new observation vector ρ t ∈ R NAP . In an offline phase, the collected RSSI measurements are fitted into parametric distributions according to a significance level α. The significance level is a user-defined parameter to indicate the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true, and is set to less than 5%. Once a new observation is carried for localization, the belief functions theory is used to generate the model I i,t . A detailed work on the usage of belief functions for zoning localization could be seen in [19] . Let Z i be the set of all possible zones Z j , j ∈ J i in sector i and let 2
Zi be the set of all the non-empty subsets of Z i , i.e, 2 Zi = {∅, {Z 1 }, . . . , Z i }. A fundamental function of the BFT is the mass function, also defined as the basic belief assignment (BBA). A mass function m AP k ,t (·) is a mapping from 2
Zi to the interval [0, 1], defined according to a certain source AP k , k ∈ {1, . . . , N AP }. The mass m AP k ,t (A) given to A ∈ 2
Zi stands for the proportion of evidence, brought by the source AP k , saying that the measurement belongs to A at instant t. In order to define the APs BBAs, all observations related to each AP belonging to a subset A ∈ 2
Zi are fitted to a distribution Q AP k ,A . Then, having an observation ρ k,t related to AP k , k ∈ I AP,t , the mass m AP k ,t (A) is calculated as follows,
the evidence is then combined by aggregating the information coming from all the detected APs [20] . The mass functions can then be combined using the conjunctive rule of combination as follows,
for all the subsets A ∈ 2 Zi , with A (k) is the subset A with respect to the Access Point AP k . An adequate notion of the BFT to attribute masses to singleton sets is the pignistic level [21] . It is defined as follows,
where A is a singleton of 2 Zi . The pignistic level is equivalent to the probability of having the observation belonging to the considered subset. Therefore, the evidence associated to singleton zones of sector i could be deduced,
C. Calculators fusion
The described local localization algorithm is run by all calculators of I C,t to assign the masses m i,t (Z j ), j ∈ J i . Let η i be the strength of the signal received by calculator C i from the mobile sensor. If only one calculator receives the sensor's message, the mass assigned by this model will be identical to that assigned by the local calculator, and hence the mass attributed to each zone would be equal to the obtained mass, m O,t (Z j ) = m i,t (Z j ). We will call this an observation model, since the assigned masses are according to observed measurements. However, if more than one calculator detect the sensor's message, evidence is fused to reach a final estimation through the observation model. Since sectors are distinct, each zone has only one affiliated evidence. Thus, the fusion is all about weighting calculators decisions, followed by a final normalization phase on the whole set of zones. Since the strength of the signal decreases with the traveled distance, more confidence is given to calculators receiving stronger signals. The mass attributed to each zone by the observation model through the calculator fusion is then computed,
ηx being the weight given to each calculator C i . Eq. 5 computes masses for zones Z j , j ∈ J i , i ∈ I C,t . The masses of zones outside these sectors are null, since an undetected message by a calculator means for sure that the sensor is not in any zone of its corresponding sector.
In addition to its simplicity, an important advantage of the described architecture and its corresponding calculator fusion approach is its scalability. Any expansion of the targeted area could easily be treated by adding the new calculators to the expanded area without any modification on the already existing architecture. Moreover, it reduces energy consumption, as mobile sensors are required to send information to calculators in their range. It is also more robust, since the existence of several calculators renders the network more resistant to failures that are fatal in the case of a centralized approach.
D. Mobility
To enhance the accuracy of the localization algorithm, we benefit of the notion of mobility to add as another source of information. Let v max be the maximum speed of the mobile sensor in the target area, ∆t loc the localization algorithm execution time, and d xy the minimal geographical distance between the two zones Z x and Z y . The maximum distance that the sensor can travel is then deduced d max = v max × ∆t loc . Let p xy , x, y ∈ {1, . . . , N Z }, denote the coefficient of transition from zone Z x to zone Z y within ∆t loc . Then,
As we have indicated in section II.A, the objective is to assign a confidence level for all zones Cf t (Z j ), j ∈ J i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N C }. This confidence level will be the final decision, which is the fusion of all the evidence from observation and mobility models. The aim of the mobility model is to use the confidence at a previous instant to know where the sensor might be at present. Being in a zone Z x at instant t − 1, the sensor could be at instant t at any zone y ∈ {1, ..., N Z } of the ones having p xy = 1. These zones are called the following zones of Z x . The confidence of Z x at time t − 1 is then propagated to time t by distributing it equally to its following zones, each one would be having Cft−1(Zi) y pxy . The mobility evidence given to a zone Z j at time t is the aggregation of all evidence deduced from its preceding ones having p xj = 1, ∀x ∈ J i , i ∈ I C,t−1 . Only zones that could have an observation evidence at time t are considered. This leads to a mobility mass at time t,
y∈Ji,i∈IC,t p xy .
E. Global decision The evidence obtained through the calculators fusion is combined with that obtained by the mobility model, to yield a final confidence level to be assigned to all zones,
. (8) The algorithm then selects the zoneẐ j,t having the highest assigned level of confidence at instant t, Z j,t = arg max j∈Ji,i∈IC,t
III. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments are realized in the statistical and operational research department of the University of Technology of Troyes, France. The targeted area is approximately 500 m 2 and is constituted of 21 zones. The sensors scan the network and distinguish APs through their MAC addresses. They then measure the RSSIs and send the information that will be detected by any set of the 6 available calculators at time t. It is noted that 23 different AP networks could be detected and hence are used as sources of information. To apply the proposed method, the decentralized architecture is constructed as described in II.A. Each calculator runs the local localization algorithm to assign evidence to each zone of its sector. A set of 50 RSSI measurements is taken in each zone of which 30 were used to fit the distributions at a 0.02 significance level, and 20 for test in the online phase. The assumed maximum speed is 1.5 m/s. An estimation is said to be correct if the algorithm assigns the highest confidence to the zone where the sensor actually resides. Table I shows the performance of the proposed method and compares it to a belief functions centralized approach (BCA) presented in [14] , and to a hierarchical centralized approach (HCA) presented in [19] . The BCA uses the BFT to fuse all evidence using one calculator, while the HCA creates a hierarchy of clusters from the original zones using divergence similarity. A decentralized version of HCA would not be applicable in this case as large number of zones are required for it to be effective. To evaluate the robustness of the various techniques, the accuracy is recorded as a function of the number of failing fusion centers or calculators. For each new observation, a random set of calculators is supposed to have failed. The overall accuracy is then determined by the average of the obtained accuracy on all observations with respect to x failing calculators, x = {0, . . . , 6}. As the table shows, the proposed method achieves a better overall accuracy as compared to the centralized approaches. Moreover, both BCA and HCA would not be able to perform any localization if one or more calculators fail. In fact, there is only one calculator in such architectures and hence its failure means the failure of the whole network. On the other hand, the decentralized approaches can still manage to localize the sensors upon failure of a certain number of calculators, even though the overall accuracy degrades. This robustness is a clear advantage of the decentralized technique as it allows localization upon calculators failure, which could not be achieved by the centralized methods.
In this paragraph, the proposed method is compared to well-known localization techniques. In [22] , the authors present a weighted k-nearest neighbors algorithm (WKNN) for indoor localization. To estimate the position of the sensor, the received measurement is compared with the elements in the fingerprint database using Euclidean distances. A set of k smallest Euclidean distances is selected and the k-nearest neighbors algorithm is then applied. The algorithm averages the coordinates of the k-nearest neighbors of the sensor, weighting each distance by a factor previously specified according to a mathematical model, to give its location estimate. In [23] , a connectivity-based localization algorithm has been proposed. Connectivity-based algorithms are range free, which means that they do not rely on collected measurements. The sensor's location is given as the intersection of the ranges of the APs detected by the sensor. On the other hand, conventional classification techniques such neural network (NN) [24] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [18] could be applied. Table II compares the overall accuracy and the localization processing time of the various described techniques. As the table shows, the proposed method outperforms other state-ofthe-art localization techniques in terms of overall accuracy and processing time. The proposed method gains advantage of the simplicity of the local localization algorithm, which results in a relatively low processing time.
An important factor to measure also is the dependency of the localization method on the number of APs. A method that requires a high density of APs is not favored for instance, as it is practically unfeasible in most of the cases due to the unavailability of sufficient APs in the network, or due to the installation cost. Table III shows the overall accuracy as a function of the number of available APs. It is noted that both WKNN and connectivity methods are highly sensitive to the density of APs, while the proposed method is less sensitive at the level with a decrease of 8.3% in overall accuracy, upon a decrease in the number of detected APs from 23 to 5.
As it could be concluded from the aforementioned results, the proposed decentralized localization algorithm is more robust and less complex than centralized approaches. It also outperforms other well-known techniques in the domain at the level of accuracy and online processing time. In addition, it is less sensitive to the density of APs in the network, as localization is to be done locally on small surfaces without the need of many APs to achieve high accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a decentralized approach for localization of sensors in indoor wireless networks. At first, a decentralized architecture is constructed, partitioning the target area into sectors, each having its own calculator. A local localization algorithm is then run by each calculator using the belief functions theory. Afterwards, the calculators estimations are fused, resulting in an observation model. The proposed algorithm then uses the mobility of sensors to assign another type of evidence. Levels of confidence are attributed to zones by fusing evidence from both observation and mobility models. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the decentralized approach, and compare it against a centralized one. In addition, the accuracy, complexity, robustness, and the influence of detected Access Points on the localization algorithm are studied in comparison to wellknown techniques in the domain. Future work will focus on kernel-based models for cases where parametric distributions fail to represent the RSSI. In addition, advanced mobility models such as hidden Markov models will be studied to enhance the overall localization algorithm.
